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Fall Prevention Monitor
The Safe•t Mate fall prevention monitor has been designed to overcome the pitfall of others 
on the market. Many monitors are expensive yet unreliable. One fall and they break. Some are 
less costly but are not designed or intended to be used as patient fall monitors. This monitor 
incorporates durability & versatility into an attractive, remarkably economical package. Features 
include: 1) Custom stainless clip that mounts to bed, wheelchair or walker without the need 
for additional mounting hardware, 2) Slide cord that adjusts for chair or bed use, 3) Pull away 
magnetic disc design allows for a variety of mounting positions. A 9 volt battery is included. 

Fall Prevention Monitor 193-132 $25.00 
Spare Parts Kit 193-138 Disc.

Seat Belt Medium 36" to 46" 193-134  $85.71
Seat Belt Large 46" to 58" 193-134-LG $85.71
Seat Belt X-Large 58" to 70" 193-134-XL $85.71

Alarmed Velcro Seat Belt
This product is ideal for the patient who needs the reminder of a 
velcro lap belt but who, upon request, is able to release the belt. At the 
instant the belt is separated, an alarm sounds reminding the patient 
to remain seated. The sound of the alarm also alerts the staff of a 
potential fall. The seat belt features a red pull strap to facilitate locating 
and releasing the belt. The rugged alarm unit features 95db. horn and 
stainless steel mounting clip. A 9 volt battery is included.

UMP Standard Chair Pads
Features: 
- Durable vinyl cover cleans easily 
- Compatible with all UMP monitors 
- Available in 45 day or 1 year

Ump Standard Chair Pads 
 45 Day Pad 305-321-45 $19.97
 45 Day Pad 6 Pack 305-329-45 $102.69 
 1 Year Pad 305-321-01 $43.27 
 1 Year Pad 6 Pack 305-329-01 $204.95

Sentry Standard Monitors   
 Chair Monitor 305-314 $51.68
Cushion Protector 305-351 $13.25 
Sentry Deluxe Monitors   
 Chair Monitor 305-311 $57.42

UMP Chair Sentry Standard and Deluxe Monitors
Features: 
› Dual button reset; must be pressed simultaneously to silence alarm  
› Volume and delay switches inside battery compartment 
› No on/off switch 
› Self-timing pad use with monitor enables visual and audible indicators for pad expiration 
› Built-in Sentry cord stain relief 
› Low battery indicator, Uses single 9V battery 
› Selectable 4-tone alarm 
› Deluxe model has an integrated cushion protector

Standard Monitor

Deluxe Monitor

Cushion Protector

Other pads 
available online at 

www.ocelco.com or 
www.WheelchairParts.com
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Ocelco Basic Alarm with Choice of Pad
The new Basic Monitor features an Off/Lo/Hi switch on the side of the monitor to 
control alarm function. A strain relief helps to protect both the monitor and the 
sensor pad connector from damage. The Basic monitor is an excellent entry level 
upgrade from string monitors. 

Basic Alarm  Reg.  Sale  
 with 45 Day Chair Pad 305-466-4C $62.68 49.82 
 with 1 Year Chair Pad 305-466-1C $78.28 62.62 
 with 45 Day Bed Pad 305-466-4B $67.44 53.95 
 with 1 Year Bed Pad 305-466-1B $83.46 68.37

Ocelco Advanced Alarm with Choice of Pad
The New Advanced Monitor has many features including: Hi/Lo/Remote alarm 
volume, 0-2 second alarm delay, Optional AC adapter, built in strain relief helps 
to protect the monitor and sensor pad connector from damage. Reset button is 
discretely located on the side of the monitor. All alarm controls are located inside 
the battery compartment making the monitor compliant with JCAHO standards.

Advanced Alarm  Reg.  Sale   
 with 45 Day Chair Pad 305-467-4C $77.75 62.20 
 with 1 Year Chair Pad 305-467-1C $93.75 $75.00 
 with 45 Day Bed Pad 305-467-4B $82.91 $66.33 
 with 1 Year Bed Pad 305-467-1B $100.94 $80.75  
AC Adaptor for Advanced Alarm 305-464 $22.91 $18.33 

Ocelco Pull String Alarm
The newly redesigned Ocelco string monitor provides unparalleled value that is rich in features and low in cost.  
The case is constructed of a durable ABS plastic that can withstand the rigors of institutional use. All the alarm 
settings are located inside the battery compartment making the monitor compliant with JCAHO standards.  The 
mounting clip is now made of an indestructible stainless steel and is Guaranteed Not To Break! The pull cord is 
adjustable in length.  A new unique alarm tone provides differentiation from other alarms in the facility, such as 
door or wandering alarms.  The battery compartment features a hinged design that is permanently attached to 
the case. No more lost battery covers! The cover also features a dual function closure, including a snap-to-close 
design as well as a screw for increased tamper resistance.

    Reg.  Sale 
Pull String Monitor 305-461 $19.94 $15.95  
Replacement Magnet Assembly, 5 pk 305-463 $37.47 $29.98Best 

Buy

Best 

Buy

As  

Low  
As

$49.82

Only 
$15.95

Ocelco Ultra Alarm
Our 3 in 1 Ultra Alarm combines all of the functionality of our Advanced Alarm and our String alarm and is 
also compatible with our floor mat sensor. Alarm is always in the on position, making it impossible for staff 
to forget to turn the alarm on (meets Joint Commission guidelines)
Automatically resets when pressure is reapplied to the sensor pad (Auto-reset)

    Reg.  Sale 
Ultra Ocelco Alarm Monitor 305-477 $79.99 $61.65  Comes with Shock Absorber

Wheelchair Safety
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The Universal Sensor Pad is compatible with most brands of fall monitors.  
Pad measures 14.5” wide x 10” deep. 
 *Note: It is the caregiver’s responsibility to test monitor compatibility with 
Universal Sensor Pads.

Universal Chair Exit Alarm Pads

Universal Chair Pads  Reg.  Sale  
 45 Day Chair Pad 305-457-CH $19.31 15.45 
 1 Year Chair Pad 305-458-CH $35.31 $28.25 
 45 Day Chair Pad, 6 Pack 305-468-CH $99.99 $79.99 
 1 Year Chair Pad, 6 Pack 305-469-CH $194.99 $155.99

The Universal Sensor Pad is compatible with most brands of fall monitors.  
Pad measures 28.25” wide x 10” deep. 
 *Note: It is the caregiver’s responsibility to test monitor compatibility with 
Universal Sensor Pads.

Universal Bed Exit Alarm Pads

Universal Bed Pads  Reg.  Sale  
 45 Day Bed Pad 305-457-BD $24.47 $19.58 
 1 Year Bed Pad 305-458-BD $42.99 $34.00 
 45 Day Bed Pad, 6 Pack 305-468-BD $149.99 $119.99 
 1 Year Bed Pad, 6 Pack 305-469-BD $229.99 $183.99

The Shock Absorber is designed to absorb the impact from 
accidental droppings.  Helps to greatly increase the life 
expectancy of Ocelco Exit Alarms. 
Fits all Ocelco Exit Alarms.

Shock Absorber for Ocelco Exit Alarms

    Reg.  Sale 
Shock Absorber 305-462 $8.31 $6.65

Fits all Ocelco Exit Alarms.

Universal Mounting Clip for Head and Footboards

    Reg.  Sale 
Mounting Clip 305-465 $10.40 $8.32

Only works with the Ocelco Advanced Fall Prevention Alarms 

AC Adaptor for Ocelco Advanced Alarm

    Reg.  Sale 
AC Adaptor 305-464 $22.91 $18.33

As  Low  As$19 .58

As  Low  As$15 .45

Wheelchair Safety
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Typical sensor pad systems are fraught with problems such as; limited 
life from wear, kinking, shifting out of position, and the infection control 
issue of exposure to fluids.  The unique location of the Safe•t mate 
under-seat sensor unit eliminates all of these problems and there is 
nothing disposable about it, which makes it extremely cost-effective! Our 
complete system, which includes the under-seat sensor and the alarm 
unit, is less expensive than some disposable sensor pads alone! Beyond 
this, the under seat unit is guaranteed for life from manufacturing 
defects! The under-seat unit is fully adjustable to fit any width wheelchair 
and is compatible for use with seat cushions. The detachable alarm box 
features a full size on/off switch and a 95 db horn. A 9 volt battery and 
easy to follow installation instructions are included.

Under-Seat Wheelchair Fall Monitoring System

No more Disposable Sensor Pads!

Fall Monitor 193-155 $83.33

Adjustable Drop Seat with Integrated Alarm
Start with a fully adjustable solid drop seat suspended by steel hangers 
for custom positioning. Add an integrated alarm unit for fall prevention 
and you arrive at the ultimate package, All in one! Add to this, the alarm 
switching mechanism is Guaranteed For Life! A cost effective alternative 
to disposable sensor pad systems. The rugged alarm unit features a 95db 
horn and stainless steel mounting clip.   A 9 volt battery is included.

Drop Seat with Alarm 193-133 $107.14

This patented device is the industry standard for thousands of facilities 
nationwide.  The device works completely by spring tension. A padded 
lever beneath the seat is depressed when the occupant is seated. This lever 
is connected to a pair of stainless steel brake arms that are held just off 
the surface of the rear tires. As the occupant begins to lift weight from the 
seat, the spring force causes the lever to rotate upward, in turn the brake 
arms rotate down to engage the tires. The greater the rearward force on 
the chair, the greater the braking power. The design is discreet and blends 
into the chair to become a dignified, non-punitive fall intervention. Heavy 
seat cushions are not a problem because each anti-rollback device includes 
an easy to install kit that compensates for the additional cushion weight. 
The chair can be collapsed for transport or storage. The standard device fits 
chairs 16”-20” wide and from full to hemi height. A 9 volt battery is included.

The Wheelchair Anti-Rollback Device

Anti-Rollback Device 
 14-1/2”  to 17-1/2” Wide Chairs 193-108 $142.86
 18" to 20" Wide Chairs 193-136 $142.86
 22” to 24” Wide Chairs 193-129 $142.86
 Invacare EX2 Chairs Only 193-148 $107.14
 18" to 20" Chair with Alarm 193-137 $197.37

Wheelchair Safety

Wheelchair Secure Locks
Features of Secure Locks
- Secure Locks are a positive locking system that keeps the chair from 
 moving both forward and backward.
- The wheelchair will stay locked when empty; allowing a person to   
 enter the chair without fear of the chair
   rolling out from underneath them.
- The chair can still be folded and will operate just as it did before the 
 locks were installed.
- They come with override levers so the chair can be moved by the   
 caregiver with ease when it is empty.
- The paddles underneath the seat are operated with a light spring   
 tension so the user will feel no discomfort.

Secure Locks 
 Drive Chair 193-164-01 
 Medline Chair 193-164-05
 Invacare Chair 193-164-02 
 Invacare SX5 Chair 193-164-03 
 Invacare SL Chair 193-164-04 

A newer and more 
versatile way to 
prevent falls from 
wheelchairs.

$193.42


